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Abstract: Strategies of Islamic Education Teachers to Increase Students’ Interest in Learning and Practicing in State Junior High School Lanrisang (SMPN) 1 Lanrisang, Pinrang. This study aims to examine strategies used by Islamic education teachers to increase learning interest and practice of Islamic education on students of SMPN 1 Lanrisang, Pinrang. Increasing interest to study and practice Islamic education course on public school’s students is important for academics and practitioners. Therefore, a proper design of learning strategies is needed to increase interest and practice of the course. This article employed a qualitative method with a phenomenological approach by looking at the phenomena in the field. The results of interview and data analysis show some factors causing students’ low interest in learning Islamic education, including students’ low awareness during the learning activity, memorization system and indoctrination, tight schedule, national exam, a monotone learning strategy, and lack of family support. In addition, students seldom perform worship of mu’adhah, while they often perform mu’âmalah.

To increase the learning interest, the teachers of SMPN 1 Lanrisang used specific learning strategies such as lecture, debate, role-play, simulation, demonstration, contextual-based, problem-based, habituation and togetherness.
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Introduction
Each student has unique characteristics, and the learning process should consider individual difference to change student’s behavior, either in cognitive, affective, or psychomotoric way.1

Each student has their own level of intellectuality, absorption, interest and motivation, learning style and tendency. This personal difference could become a barrier during learning process since it should accommodate all differences in one learning forum to achieve the expected goal. Such condition forces the teacher to make a learning design, particularly learning strategy.

The role of learning strategy has implication for learning effectiveness. Strategy means choices of education pattern taken to achieve a particular goal effectively. Learning design begins with a good curriculum concept that becomes a reference to conduct an academic activity in school. A good curriculum does not guarantee students’ achievement if it is not supported by a proper learning strategy. Curriculum has some learning goals in accordance with the materials taught to students. This curriculum needs operational interpretation that meets students’ condition as the subject and object of education. The harmony of learning design and students’ condition will ease the transmission process during class activity. A boring learning activity will lead to learning ineffectiveness.

Islamic Education in public school is a core curriculum that must be followed by Muslim students. The strategy in Islamic education system purpose to shape an Islamic thinking (aqliyah Islamiyyah) and behavior (nafsiyyah Islamiyyah), as well as to equip students with knowledge of life, weaving (skills), writing and reading, taking care of sick person (medication and nursing). Islamic education course in school can be applied through an effective learning strategy. This strategy can be categorized into two: (1) exposition-discovery learning and (2) group-individual learning and can be using in Islamic education according to purpose, content, the student condition and available resources.

Based on the explanation above, teacher is required to develop themselves to keep being creative and innovative during the learning process that is oriented on increasing students’ learning interest. Teacher is expected to have creativity and innovation when arranging learning strategy. Several references have offered this strategy. Teacher only has to choose the strategy that corresponds to goals, materials, students, media, environment and evaluation system. Teacher’s ability to design learning strategy has implications for goals’ achievement in effective and efficient ways.

Students have quite complex challenges during in-class learning. Students prefer that their teachers could put jokes, utilize information and communication technology and employ problem-based and contextual strategy during learning activity. Learning orientation aimed at students and learning strategy must be based on students’ situation and condition. A proper learning strategy can trigger students’ learning interest, particularly in Islamic Education course. Islamic Education course also has challenges for students, including memorization-oriented, lack of facilities and learning burden. Those conditions are also faced by students of SMPN 1 Lanrisang Pinrang.

In addition to teacher’s learning strategy, student’s interest becomes an important factor to achieve learning goals. In this case, Crow & Crow states that interest can be related to...
to the motive that drives us to tend and feel interested in people, things or activities, or effective experiences stimulated by the activities themselves. In other words, interest can be the cause of activities and participation in activities. Interest means a tendency and high enthusiasm or a great desire for something. Based on this interest, someone will make every effort to master something that interests him. Interest can be the cause of the emergence of activities and participation. Interests have elements of cognition (knowing), emotions (feelings), and monation (will). Slameto argued that children’s interest could be raised with two things, namely (1) giving attention and (2) incentives (gifts). Learning interest leads to the process of intelligence, with indicators of the ability to solve problems and create products of cultural value.

In addition to allowing concentration of mind, interest leads to excitement in learning efforts. Cheerfulness will increase the power of one’s learning abilities. It also helps him not easily forget what he has learned. Learning interest can be measured through four indicators as mentioned by Slameto, namely learning interest, attention in learning, motivation to learn and knowledge. Thus, the teacher should provide motivation in learning by: (1) encouraging students to learn, (2) giving a concrete explanation about what can be done at the end of teaching, (3) giving rewards to achievements that can stimulate more achievement in the future, (4) forming good learning habits.

The interest in studying Islamic education for students has not matched the expectations of teachers and schools. This can be seen in aspects of learning in the classroom and outside the classroom. The student’s interest in learning Islamic education is caused by internal and external factors. Internal factors are more about students’ willingness and awareness of the lesson, and their willingness to practice them. External factors include learning facilities, classroom environment, and the teacher’s ability to design Islamic education learning strategies. The teacher’s ability to choose and apply the strategies in the classroom has implications for student’s response and participation in learning. Thus, the teacher has a high responsibility for the interest in learning Islamic education, especially at SMPN 1 Lanrisang, Pinrang.

The discourse above is very interesting to study, especially in answering the question of interest in learning Islam and the practice of Islamic teachings for students of SMPN 1 Lanrisang, Pinrang. This study also examines the strategies of Islamic education teachers in increasing student’s interest in learning and practicing Islamic education in SMPN 1 Lanrisang, Pinrang.

**Method**

This research was a qualitative study using the phenomenological approach. Data collection techniques in this study were observation, interviews, documentation, and triangulation. Observation was conducted in a participatory manner, where researchers directly participated in Islamic education learning activities in classroom, in-depth interviews with the teachers and students regarding learning strategies. Literature study was carried out by examining school’s learning materials and academics of Islamic Education.

---

course. Data triangulation was employed to connect the data obtained through different techniques. To explore the results of participant observation, researchers also collected data from two informants who were Islamic education teachers at SMPN 1 Lanrisang. The researcher tried to explore the process of learning activity and others.

The research instrument was the authors themselves as in other qualitative study. The authors “validated” themselves by making consultation with experts about the preparation, data, data observation and data saturation (complete). The process of data collection was carried out through observations, interviews, documentation and triangulation. Data triangulation was conducted in a participative way as the authors joined in the process of Islamic education learning activity, had in-depth interviews with the course’s teachers and students related to the learning strategy, performed literature study by examining learning materials and academics record of Islamic Education conducted at school, as well as connected the obtained data through a varied techniques of triangulation.

The data analysis technique in this study referred to Moleong’s opinion that, “data analysis is the process of organizing and sorting data into patterns, categories, and basic description units so that themes can be found and the work hypothesis formulated as suggested by the data.” Data process and collection could be done by aggregating, organizing, and classifying data into manageable units. Aggregation was the process of abstracting specific things into general things in order to find a general pattern of data. Data can be organized chronologically, categorically or included in typology. Data analysis was carried out since the researcher out in the field, during data collecting and after all data was collected or after completion of data collecting in the field. In simple terms, data were analyzed using patterns of data collection, data reduction, data presentation, and conclusion drawing.

Student’s Learning Interest in SMPN 1 Lanrisang, Pinrang

Student’s interest in learning Islamic education is a focus in this study. Based on the results of observations made by the author, most students showed low interest in participating in the learning activities. For example, there were students who talked to friends, slept in class, accessed facebook and played games through mobile phones. This indicated that students have a low learning interest during the course. Based on this condition, Muhammad Firman, the Head of SMPN 1 Lanrisang, in his interview said that the condition of students during Islamic education course varied, including those who enjoyed the subject and were happy with general subjects.

From the information above, the principal acknowledged that some students had not shown respect for Islamic education subject at school. Many students lacked response to the course as they showed excitement when they left the classroom after the learning process as if they were free from stress. This indicates that many students feel forced or afraid of the teacher and the principal. This condition seems to have escaped the attention of the principal. Furthermore, Bachtiar, teacher of Islamic education subject, stated that students’ attention to the course was quite good. They follow and pay attention when the teacher explains. Similarly, if the teacher gives the assignment, they always work on time even though there are a small number of students not paying attention and not doing the assignment on time. There is a difference of opinion between the explanation of the teacher and the principal.

Based on the results of observations, the researchers found that there were only a few

---

22 Sugiyono, Metode Penelitian Kombinasi..., p. 309
24 Interview with Muhammad Firman, Head of SMPN 1 Lanrisang, May 5, 2017.
students were happy with Islamic education course, especially in memorizing lessons that made students bored, even more so when the subject took place in the last hours of school, because students were sleepy and tired. Student’s interest in learning Islamic education subject can be realized if the learning process can run effectively and optimally. A good and conducive learning process can provide good understanding and practice to students, so the teacher must choose a strategy that is in accordance with the subject matter. Based on this, Asmaul Husnah, a student, stated that her ability to understand the subject is still changing frequently. Students are able to accept or understand quickly and slowly in understanding subjects or material delivered by the teachers depending on the teacher’s strategy in teaching the course.\(^\text{26}\)

Based on the field observations, the teacher seemed inconsistent in applying learning strategies that attracted interest to students. Sometimes the teacher looks very ready to teach with thorough preparation and even actively uses Liquid Crystal Display (LCD) media. However, there are times when teachers seem unprepared to teach by only relying on makeshift teaching materials or just repetition without careful preparation and not using LCD media. Based on the observations, students gave more respond to the lesson conducted by teachers with careful preparation and using LCD media than teachers who have no teaching preparation at all.

The results of observation found that the lack of students’ interest in Islamic education course was because students were often affected by the high standard of assessment on subjects tested on national examinations. Therefore, it makes students more focus on subjects that are considered more difficult, especially science and social studies. Students assume that Islamic education subject has often been studied even outside of school. Based on this condition, Bachtiar revealed that this was a big challenge for the school and the family. This means that there is a big and heavy role in providing education and teaching as well as monitoring the learning process of students both at school and at home. Good communication and cooperation from all parties is needed.\(^\text{27}\)

The above statement is in line with the results of observations that Islamic education teachers seemed overwhelmed to provide the lesson to students if there was a lack of support from the family. Some students who are known to have a religious family background tend to have a high interest in learning the course in class. Family is the first and foremost place of education, so it has a big influence on children’s development. However, students from families who lack understanding in religion have a low interest in studying Islam. Based on this, in an interview with school counselor, Haruna, revealed that the family is the most important supporting factor in increasing the interest in learning and practicing the teachings of Islam for students because the role and attention of parents is very large in guiding and directing the education of their children.\(^\text{28}\)

The results of observations indicated that schools always involve school committees in certain activities at school. However, parents’ participation in school activities such as teacher and parent meetings, or other meetings, rarely attracts parents to attend the event. When there is a letter from the counselor confirming the character of the child at school, it appears that the parents of the student are not responding quickly to the confirmation. Families have a big role in encouraging their children (students) to learn Islamic Education at school. Students have more time at home so that if it is irrelevant between the learning at school and parents ‘attention at home, it will have a psychological impact on students’ interest in learning Islamic education.

Based on the results of observations and

---

\(^\text{26}\) Interview with Asmaul Husna, student of SMPN 1 Lanrisang, May 6, 2017.

\(^\text{27}\) Interview with Bachtiar, Islamic education teacher, May 10, 2017.

\(^\text{28}\) Interview with Haruna, School counselor, June 2, 2017.
interviews above, it was also found in the Islamic education teacher’s document that almost every Islamic education course in school was remedial learning because there was no Minimum Completion Criteria (KKM). There were around five to ten students who were remedial participants. It can be concluded that student’s interest in learning Islamic education at SMPN 1 Lanrisang has not shown any encouraging indicators.

Implementation of Islamic Teaching for Students of SMPN 1 Lanrisang, Pinrang

The implementation of Islamic teaching in students reflects the learning interest of Islamic education in class. Based on document analysis, it was revealed that Islamic education materials based on class classification were as follows:

In 7th grade, the Islamic subject delivered is about religious-based activity such as worship, mu’âmalah, and ethics. Worship encompasses: obligatory fasting, Sunnah fasting, obligatory prayer, and Sunnah prayer; mu’âmalah includes possession and zakah; ethics are addressed to parents, to teacher, and to human beings.

In 8th grade, the difference of subjects taught more varied, including fasting, Islamic demand of right and mandatory for citizen, animal sacrifice (qurban), and the spread of Islam in Indonesia and during Bani Abasiyah period. The fasting topic explains about compulsory and Sunnah fasting, prohibited days of fasting, people who able to fasting, and fasting value.

Unlike lower grade, 9th grade topics are Hadith of faithful to God; behavior among human beings; Quran surah az-Zumar [39], al-Baqarah [2]; and great sin.

The subject materials mentioned are according to class classification that subsequently becomes indicator for students about Islamic subject implementation. Regarding to this, Hasnidar, 7th grade student, asserted that most of her friends in SMPN 1 Lanrisang are good enough in implementing Islamic subjects. They are aware of their obligation to perform the values of Islamic subject, such as morality to teachers and fellow students, fasting, lazy to pray together, and others.  

The observation results indicated that student have to be faithful in implementing Islamic values since the school is strict and discipline. For those who are unwilling to pray together will be handled by headmaster or school counselor to be advised and warned. Students who violate the rule will be punished, according to violating level of the student. The implementation of Islamic subject related to good deeds in daily activities is carried out by the followings:

(a) Prayer Implementation

Salat is mandatory for Muslim, regardless the gender and age, as long as they can distinguish the good and bad. Adversely, it is inessential for them who have not met the required age, even though Islamic law states that 7 year-old-child is suggested to pray. Therefore, Hardiansyah, 8th grade student, asserted that the students are advised to perform prayer by the teachers. He was lazy at first, but then it becomes habitual activity. Another informant, Muhammad Nasir, said that they perform five prayers a day because of teacher’s guidance, especially from Islamic subject teacher. Even though shubuh is performed after dawn, at 6 o’clock because he woke up late.

Prayer implementation conducted in SMPN 1 Lanrisang, Pinrang, is dhuhur prayer at noon that is performed together in mushalla (prayer room) after school, followed by supervision of homeroom teacher of each class. Meanwhile, Asar, Maghrib, Isha, and Shubuh are performed at home with parents' control. Parents are also expected to be cooperative in supporting schools' program by monitoring children’s prayer activity since five prayers needs to be a habit. Bahtiar, an Islamic subject teacher, said that to support school programs of Islamic implementation

29 Interview with Hasnidar, 7th grade student, May 5, 2017.
30 Interview with Hardiansyah, 8th grade student, June 2, 2017.
31 Interview with Muhammad Nasir, 8th grade student, June 13, 2017.
habitual, the school and parents must cooperate so that the purpose of the program can be achieved.\(^{32}\)

According to field observation, the students are difficult to perform prayer together, particularly at school. One of the causes is a small room facility. As a result, the room only accommodates limited student to perform prayer together, while the Muslim students reach to 1000 students.

(b) Habit of Fasting

Fasting is one of Islamic practices, either Ramadhan fasting or sunnah fasting. Based on this theory, Nurlinda as a student, believes that entering Ramadhan is a pleasant moment for her. She also realizes that Ramadhan fasting is a duty. She even said that besides Ramadhan fasting, she also learns to do Sunnah fasting eventhough it’s not routine yet.\(^{33}\)

The practice of fasting is highly emphasized for students of SMP Negeri 1 Lanrisang Pinrang. In addition to their duty, it is explained that fasting has many benefits, including curing disease. In its practice, the school works together with students’ parents. In an interview, Akirah, a teacher in SMP Negeri 1 Lanrisang Pinrang, said that the students should be provided with knowledge of fasting, and the parents must assist the practice. The school controls the practice through Ramadhan activity book, while the parents will monitor and complete the book.

The school gives much concern regarding the practice of fasting. However, based on field observation, several male students were found eating in secret because they were not fasting. Student who did not fast were also the students who were lazy to pray in mosque. However, their Ramadhan activity book were completed, so it could be concluded that some students who did not practice Islamic teaching were those who often made troubles in school.\(^{34}\)

(c) Habit of Reading Daily Prayer

Islam always encourages its follower to pray before doing daily activities in order to be blessed by Allah Swt. Praying is also practiced by student when they are entering and leaving class in school. In this case, praying in SMPN 1 Lanrisang has become habit.\(^{35}\)

In order to prove the statement, classroom observation showed the same result. It was found that the students always pray before starting every lessons. Praying is not only practiced during Islamic education course, but aslo in every lesson in school. In order to validate this statement, Ulfa as a student in IX class, revealed that when entering every classroom, the students never forget to pray together before starting lesson, because praying is a reflection of Muslim before starting their activities.

Based on the field observation, students are regularly praying if teacher or headmaster leads the praying. If students are out of teacher’s observation such as in canteen, they rarely pray before eating. They even eat by standing or drinking using left hand. The behaviour are still considered as ordinary in school.

(d) Habit of Reading the Quran

Learning Quran for every Muslim is an obligation. First step to learn Quran is by knowing how to read it. Reading the Quran is also recognized as Murattal. In terms of the habit of reading the Quran, SMPN 1 Lanrisang requires students to carry out memorization of short letters or Juz ‘Amma. In addition, teachers are also always strived to improve the quality in the process of teaching and learning activities so that students can accomplish maximum achievement.

The results of observations at SMPN 1 Lanrisang, Pinrang showed that Islamic Education class teachers worked hard to improve students’ ability to read Quran properly, because in each evaluation results showed less than the optimal results, such as the high percentage of

\(^{32}\) Interview with Bachtir, Islamic education teacher, June 7, 2017.

\(^{33}\) Interview with Nurlinda, 8th grade student, June 10, 2017.

\(^{34}\) Interview with Akirah the teacher, 6 June 2017.

\(^{35}\) Interview with Melda, Islamic education teacher, June 14, 2017.
students who did not reach standard mark in Islam subjects. This is because in reality there are some students who are still not maximally participating in short memorization activities, and lack technique mastery and memorizing in reading the Quran. For this reason, Islam education class teachers at SMPN 1 Lanrisang, Pinrang pulled out several efforts to improve the ability of students to read Quran by holding the habit of Quran recitation every Friday before the learning process.

e) Habits of Practicing in Social Field

The practice of Islamic education in addition to the practice of praying to Allah Swt also contains worship in all aspects of life. In this case, students understand and practice Islamic education by the practice of charity. Every Friday, recitation of surah Yasin and Quran in general are held. The practice of Islamic education in school is coordinated by teachers that include social service activities, charity for disaster victims, visitation and charity for friends, who are sick both at home and in the hospital. The principal of SMPN 1 Lanrisang, Muhammad Firman said that deeds are done for every family either from a teacher or student who was sick, died, become victim of a disaster, mutual cooperation activities and so on; students always participated in this matter. The principal and fellow teachers teach students about the importance of helping each other, because it contains the value of education and habituation to students. It is also expected that in the future they will use these kindness in their social life.36

The results of real-life observations showed that the students’ social practice is quite active.37 Every time a disaster happens, students always participate in setting aside their allowance to share donations. In this regard, it can be said that the practice in the social field in SMP 1 Pinrang students is quite good, but it still has to be used as an actual habit because so far the act of helping is done because of the instruction from the teacher.

Strategies of Islamic Education Teachers to Increase Students’ Interest in Learning and Practicing in SMPN 1 Lanrisang, Pinrang

The teacher has responsibility in developing learning interest and practice of Islamic education for students. The success or failure of students always becomes the spotlight to judge the competence of Islamic education teachers. Therefore, the learning strategy by the subject teachers becomes a demand that must be developed continuously to achieve the learning objectives that have been set by the teachers. Based on this fact, one of the informants from the teacher stated that the learning strategy is always used in SMPN 1 Lanrisang, Pinrang because it will support the success in learning process for the student, with the existence of a good learning strategy. The teacher realizes that educating students without using appropriate and effective learning strategies will only result in failure in the teaching and learning process.38

The success of a learning strategy can be determined from the success of students in achieving the learning objectives. The observation showed that Islamic education teachers have tried to implement learning strategies in the classroom, but there is no guarantee that students would respond to what has been expressed by teachers even though the learning strategy is designed to consider aspects of the objectives expected to be achieved. The teachers have understood the principles in choosing and defining the class learning strategies that demand to be creative and innovative to create effective learning in achieving goals. Based on observations in the field, the subject teachers seemed to use learning strategies that varied between the first and subsequent meetings. At times, the teachers would do simulations, demonstrations,
or even just lectures. In addition, the Islamic education teacher, as acknowledged by Bachtiar, often had sorted out the mastered learning strategies such as cooperative learning, problem based learning, and contextual teaching for the learning process. The strategy used is tailored to the goals, material, and situation of students.\(^3^9\)

Based on the results of observations, it was shown that the subject teachers sometimes used strategies of cooperative learning type Jigsaw, problem-based learning, and Constextual Teaching and Learning (CTL) strategies. When the teacher uses this strategy, students are seen actively participating in learning because students feel the strategy is in line with their desires and learning power. The strategy is used if the circumstance is truly ready and there is no additional business in schools such as committee event gathering or out of town works. The strategies used by the teacher are quite impressive and interesting for students. This is as revealed by Abdullah, a grade VIII student, that Islamic education teachers are often being pleasantly interesting when the learning strategies used are not boring. To make stimulating learning variations, the teachers also use group-learning strategies by Jigsaw technique.\(^4^0\)

From the observation, students were more active when Islamic Education teacher applied cooperative learning and problem-based learning. They were passive when the teacher did not use any learning strategy. As the teachers fully aware of this condition, they try to improve their teaching capacity and competencies in pedagogy and professional. One of the efforts is to participate in a teacher forum such as Musyawarah Guru Mata Pelajaran (MGMP) PAI in Pinrang. Colleagues in SMPN 1 Pinrang often idolize it in one aspect of the course.

Students’ satisfaction and high interest in learning the subject is one main target expected by teachers. However, learning strategy of Islamic education subject in classroom cannot guarantee to increase the interest of students. The teacher understands that the respond of students are vary. Because of that, learning strategy with cooperative learning or problem-based learning is not quite effective to be implemented in teaching. Sometimes, learning strategy of lecture, study group, assignment, discussion or debate, would make a good choice to be applied in the class. \(^4^1\)

According to the observation, students were enthusiastic when the teacher applied one of the above strategies. Students enjoyed the subject because it was dynamic and gave chance for them to fully explore and improve on their own. Sometimes, students did not really pay attention to the material explained by the teacher; rather they were just simply enjoying the way the course was being delivered. The strategy above is taught in a workshop held by Board of Education or delivered by Non Goverment Organization (NGO) United States Agency for International Development (USAID).

The observation showed that the teacher had tried to conduct Islamic education course using the correct strategy and method, but it also has to be supported by social competency and characteristic. If the teachers cannot be a good example for students, or they cannot interact well with them, then the students will not feel obligated, or willing to implement the teaching. For example, when an Islamic education teacher did not perform a congregation prayer, some of students were not going to do it.

Students work hard if there is assignment given to them. Usually it is distributed and performed in-group. Every group will work hard to compete with other groups. It seems that the teacher often give appreciation for the best group who gives their best during the assignment. On the other hand, students will likely be dependent towards the teacher. If the teacher is active, then the students will too.

Outside the school hours, students do not pay attention to the implementation of Islamic education course. The teaching process is not focused solely in the classroom, but in the

\(^3^9\) Interview with Bachtiar, Islamic education teacher, July 18, 2017.

\(^4^0\) Interview with Abdullah, 8th grade student, June 9, 2017.

\(^4^1\) Interview with Bachtiar, Islamic education teacher, July 19, 2017.
school’s environment. The teacher motivates the students to learn diligently and to apply Islamic teaching sincerely. The result of observation showed that the teacher always get closer to students in break time, throwing a joke, giving advice whether it is in schoolyard, school’s canteen, or when they play table tennis together. The school and other teachers also support Islamic Education teacher because they all have the same goal and commitment in motivating students and applying Islamic values in the school.

Learning strategy of Islamic education subject has to be developed, especially for the course offered in middle school. It is hard considering the internal and external factors. Students’ interest in learning Islamic education in SMPN 1 Lanrisang Pinrang is varying. The number of students who want to learn further about the course is outnumbered by those who do not have any interest in it. This indicator can be shown by the number of students taking remedial test. This indicates that their score does not meet the minimum grade. The lack of family support/attention could also be another cause.

As for the awareness in learning and implementing Islamic values, researcher found students who were fully aware and pious in doing it, yet there were some who did not really care if he/she did it or not. The research showed that students who had low interest in learning Islamic education were the students who had low awareness in applying Islamic values to their surrounding, such as congregation prayer, fast, and recite prayers and Quran. However, every student showed a great awareness in social matter (helping others, being good to others). It can be said that the students demonstrated a good relationship with fellow human beings (students, teachers, etc.), but they demonstrated a lacking awareness in their relationship with God.

Study interest in Islamic education subject and the implementation of Islamic teaching are part of the implications of learning strategy for the course in classroom. Islamic education teacher applies strategy of cooperative learning, problem-based learning, and contextual teaching and learning, and uses various methods as follows: lecture, assignment, discussion, study group, simulation, and demonstration among others to show the response of the students. To apply one learning strategy, it is always followed by a few learning methodologies. Thus, the school fully supports the improvement in increasing students’ interest and implementation of Islamic education subject by becoming the good example, making the students get accustomed to Islamic values and ritual, and giving reward and punishment at school. Those things mentioned are the strategy from Islamic education teacher to develop students’ interest and Islamic teaching implementation in SMPN 1 Lanrisang, Pinrang.

Islam highly appreciates all strategies used in Islamic education teaching. The basic of Islamic education teaching compromised with the basic of religiosity, biology, psychology, and sociology. To formulate the proper learning strategy, there are factors that need to be taken into consideration that covers the purpose of Islamic teaching, students, situation, facilities, and teacher’s characteristic. Before applying the learning strategy in classroom, teacher has to have a good grasp of Islamic teaching purpose; student’s background like ideals, talents, nature, interests, preferences, and others; situation of the surrounding (inside and outside classroom); learning facilities availability, and teacher’s ability and capability.

Conclusion

Based on the research and discussion above, it can be concluded that students of SMPN 1 Lanrisang, Pinrang lacked of learning interest. It happened because of some factors, including the students’ low awareness of Islamic education subject, indoctrination and memorization concept, National Exam, a boring teaching strategy, packed school hours, and less support from the family.

---

42 See Ramayulis & Samsu Nizar, Filsafat Pendidikan Islam Telaah SistemPendidikan dan Pemikiran Para Tokohnya (Jakarta: Kalammulia, 2009), p. 216
The implementation of Islamic teaching as done by students of SMPN 1 Lanrisang, Pinrang was considered good. They performed congregation prayer, fasted in month of Ramadhan, recited prayers and Quran, and helped others. However, there were students who did not do the things said above, whereas in muamalah subject like social service, all students displayed the same attitude. To attract students’ interest, Islamic education teacher could implement learning strategy such as cooperative learning Jigsaw type, problem-based learning, and contextual teaching and learning. These strategies are always followed by several methodologies such as lecture, assignment, study group, and discussion. In order to obtain students' interest in learning Islamic education, teacher must develop four competencies, which include pedagogy, professional, social, and characteristic. To successfully establish such condition, the teacher needs support from principal, other subject teachers, and staffs.
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